
[001] Sunday morning with the O'Malley family

The O'Malleys are a family with a lot of kids. In this story and the stories after it, we will learn 

more about them and family life in the city of New Spork City.

It's six o'clock in the morning on a Sunday in the 

O'Malley apartment in the Big House. Mr. 

O'Malley, Patrick, is in bed and he hears the TV.

He gets out of the bed and walks into the 

living room. There, his youngest son, Ed, is 

watching TV. Ed doesn't know how to change the

channel, so the TV is still1 on the news channel 

that Patrick watched the evening before.

Patrick finds the TV's remote control.2 He

knows that, if he turns the TV off, Ed will 

become much louder and Melissa will probably 

wake up. So, he changes the channel to 

something with cartoons and walks into the 

kitchen to start a pot3 of coffee.

With a mug4 of coffee in his hand, Patrick

sits on the couch next to Ed to read the news.

“Do you have plans for today?” He asks 

Ed. Small talk is hard with a five-year-old.

“Is there school today?” Ed asks. It is 

Ed's first year of school and and already5 he hates

1 'Still' means it was on the news channel yesterday 
evening, and it is on the news channel now. There is not
change.

2 The 'remote control' the machine with a lot of buttons 
that you use to control the TV from the couch.

3 A 'pot' is the big container of coffee, it holds enough 
coffee for eight or ten cups of coffee.

4 A 'mug' is the big cup that has the shape of a cylinder.
5 We use the word 'already' to make it clear that 

something happened, maybe earlier than is normal.

going to school.

“Not today.” Patrick says.

“Yes!” Ed says.

Patrick decides not to tell Ed that there 

will be school tomorrow.

Two hours later, Melissa wakes up and 

finds Patrick on the couch with four kids. Their 

oldes child, Sarah, is almost a teenager and will 

sleep until they wake her up.

Patrick and Melissa drink coffee in the 

kitchen and make plans for the day.

“What do you think about the zoo 

today?” He asks. “The weather should be good.”

“It's a lot of money,” she says. “And it 

will be crowded6 on a Sunday. We could go to a 

park and do a playground7 and pick nick.”

“Do you think Sarah will want to go to a 

playground?” Patrick asks.

“Do you think she wants to do anything 

with her family?” Melissa asks.

“Then we'll go to a playground,” Patrick 

says. “Sarah can just bring a book.”

To be continued...

6 The word 'crowded' means a lot of people in a small 
space.

7 A 'playground' is a place where there are 'big toys' for 
kids to climb and play on.


